POLES SAY U. S. BOOSTS TRADE WITH NAZI GOLD

[New York Times-Chicago Tribune Dispatch]

WARSAW, Poland, Sept. 27—The Polish government newspaper Rzeczpospolita condemned today American plans to distribute gold stolen by the Nazis under a plan announced by Undersecretary of State Lovett. It called the American plan a device to finance the first stage of the Marshall plan. The paper added:

"The value of gold soaked in blood will be calculated in dollars and will be used to finance American exports to Europe. This is good business. It is known that gold does not stink and to the 60 percent of world's gold reserve kept in Fort Knox will be added a modest amount of gold coins and bars of gold made of wedding rings, teeth, and jewelry of the victims of Mydanek, Oswiecim [Auschwitz], and Mauthausen."

The paper claimed for Poland $134,000,000 worth of gold from the German stock."